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ACTXON: See pzn'agraphs 13, 1 ): and 18

REFERENCES: A. MUK .7 3797, September 3.965
13. .EOM-67708, - 8 December 1965
C. 'EGMA-67709; 8 December 1963

-	 .Summary,: CAT1DE 1 s Special 51,..-curity Office is currently
engaged in an investigation of Glob UMNOVC:
and his friend and handler, t'ALBERTIlT
dispatch lo primarily concerned with !NOV.MN 	 It contain*
background information on and a review of CATIDE's
investigation of.UMNOV to date,.information,developed...--j,
from research in depthAn*B files, inforniation.de"terOffild	 — •

through CALLIKAK, and some preliminary comments on our
findings.

1. Back ound and Review of Current Investi ation: In a m(mo-
randum dated 1 July 9 +, 0ACKERMANN Operational Security) requesteli
traces inoluding BDC on Glob UMNOV, born 28 July 1916 in Petrograd,
USSR, alias Oleg UMANSKY, born 12 April 1916 in Rostov, USSR. He
asked particularly whether it was true that Subject had changed his
name from UMNOV to UMANSKY while in Came Kin g on orders from American
authorities. ACKERMANN told(::	 ::lorally that UMNOV was
a CATIDE agent whom they hoped to fire because they now believed he
may have been working for the BIS over the years and because he had
been associated with UJDROWSY. Our request for traces was forwarded
ii EGNA-65004, 23 July 1964. We received negative replies in EGOT- ?
24153, 19 August 1964; EGBT-8286, 25 August 1964;and from 7JSAREUR CR
dated 12 August 1964. EGMW-13930, 20 August 1965 stated that there
was nothing specific in his file to indicate UNNOV was a Russian
agent. It mentioned that earlier CAWKAK information indicated that
he maintained contact with an impressively large number of women
around Germany. We advised CATUDE that we could find no information s
to substantiate UMNOV I s story about his change in name and that we
had no additional information.
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meeting between .f)Y'. T ENDER	 C:	 :3 to A,7,:q1.,:3s tze 1/1:20V
A meotinE, was heI.d	 7
CATIDE	 .alformed ;1:•
that CATIDE	 firF:LLy	 ond nLBEFI'i

offie p .	 great deal of oul-
ai2d I	 Ecirchj.1,CATIE;E1i 	 ramd to the consion tit both
my be Soviet penetration:1; of CATIDE, and th, in any caseP
ne !ther man in 130 be trusted. CA:WROP bel i eves that AUGSBURG .end
UMVOV knew onch other in ;; I l o l ennic during the wnr, that both were
involved in war orim, an6	 both are aware or each other's role
In that repct. OATTAM hai: no woy to verify its suspicions that the
men may be under Soviet control and can only keep them at srm's
length so that they r=y do no mo .A .e damage than has already been done.
HERDER said that CATIDE coLO.d nat . -terminate them because of their
length of service, but intended to forbid their maintaining contact
with one another (this has not yet been done as we indicate in
paragraph l below). HERDER o pined that the BDC check was most
likely negative because the true name of their suspect:isnelUiert.
UMNOV. nor UMANSKY.

3. HERDER-said that they would request CALLIKAK coverage on
both men but were concerned about translation from the Russian
because all of OATIDE's Russian speakers moved freely about In
Russian emigre circles where "NOV maintains numerous contacts,
and therefore could be expected to hear about thlxverage. .HERDER
was especially anxious to keep . f)DORBACII C_	 from learning .
about the investigation because . DORBACH is hopelessly biased in
favor of ALBERTI. . CALLIKAK beverage wan requested as indicated in
Referenee.A., and OALLKKAK. Munich agreed to do the translation.
Neither of the two . CALLIKAK empleyees doing the translations is a
Russian.

4.We received negative traces to Reference A in DIR-44589, .
September 1965 and J .TAN.-8009. October 1965. This time, however,
USAREUR CR came up with positive traces, which were transmitted in
_EGSA; •1/388, 27 September 1965. The information_ contained in
paragraphs one through six of- the CR reply were transmitted to
CASTROP and HERDER on 6 October 1965. ..FERD:SRstated that our memo-- -•
randum contained far more information than was available in their
flies. HERDER attributed this fact to a decision made years before.
by 'Dr. KLAUSVER'CI:	 :73 not to card emigre types. 'CASTROP has
since advised us that @HERMANN of 0ACKERMANN's shop has been
delegated to pull together everything 'CATIDE has on UMNOV but that
to date he has been able to find disappointingly little. CAT1DE IS
also checking through Ludwigsburg War Crimes Office for any
information that might be available there.

5. Information Obtained from Research in MLR Files: HERDER
asked whether it would be possible to search old emigre files to see
If anything could- be turned up on UMNOV. We pointed out that this
would be a monumental_ task to undertake at our Headquarters but
promised to search local files for leads that might enable our head-
quarters to come up with pertinent information. This we did as we

found time and the results of that research is contained in
*succeeding paragraphs.

6. yar-12943, August 1952, which weS study of Colonel BAUN's
Ca	 	  activities in the immediate post-war years, mentions a
Meeting that teak place in 1946 between BAUN and General DRO (Drasanat
KANAYAN). DRO asked BAUN to intercede to have UMNOV released Crow
detention at Mannheim; . note that ML-l293., February 1951 (nee also
paragraph 8 below) indicated UFNOV had en an interpreter for General
DR° during the war. DRO was an Armenian who worked with the Germans •
during Ma II. It appears that BAUN may have complied with DRO's
request because Munich Piles contain old 7 '.D° documents (D1724, 1725)
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coining a i7/ob) . 19 !!6 vc.2uct from tn2 Oaaa unjA in charge of
CATIDE s predeces6or organization (hereafter cal l ed CATIDE) for the
transfer of UNNOV (and others) to	 camp UgNQY wilz at
Darmstadt at the time, Tho tPcnsCe -,,- was :pprovcd. According 1:,c
D-1374, a request w.ns r'■'!QC'j '.7 QCI on 11 February 19 )18 by the ODIEEX
unit mentioned above aking whcther UMNOV was employed by that
organization. The request indicated that UMNOV was a Russian
wanted for war crimes because he b)d been a member of Sicherheits-
dienat III d and Sonderkommando Ost. The request was passed on to
CA TIDE who replied that, while UMNOV was known to -Organization 9500
(sic), he was not employed by CATIDE. A negative reply was formrdecl!
to the original requestor (another .0DIEEX unit). UMN0V'r2 name also F
appears in two other . .p " documents (D 121 and D 4227) not available
at MLB.

7. We next hoar of UNNOV in 1949 in connection w 4 th the Irene
KUSINA (born February 1928 in Warsaw) case. By now UNL■OV was a full-.
fledged member or the organizetion working under Nikolai ZAHAROV aka (
SONINC	 a KUSINA was a sub-agent. KUSINA was considered
to be a Polish agent who passed. deceptionmaterial to UMNOV. .Her
husband, Eugene KOSIN, was a suspected HIS agent. The tivaffio
case was contained in WASH-9706, March-1949; FRAN-1497, March 1949;
:PARI-4229, July 1949; FULL-041, July 1949 and ;NGLA-137, 26 July 1949.
In connection with the KUSINA/UMNOV case at the time mention was made
of a 1947 ODOPAL rebort that UMNOV was connected with Alexander
CHIKALOV C	 3, a suspected Soviet agent. Another:ODOPAL
report from the same year concerning the interrogation of one Sergei
ZAVALISHIN, states that "UMNOV visited ZAVALISHIN's print Shop and
inquired about secret inks. UNNOV had been identified for ZAVALISHIN
by friends as a NKVD agent". MGLA-137dismissed the two ODOPAL
reports as logical errors because of UNNOV's activities in the
emigre field..

8.:NGLA-1291, February 1950, which was a study of GV L, CATIDE's
CE Dienstelle in Karlsruhe listed UMNOV alias UMANSKY as head of.SV
POLKA (targetted against the Poles) .. He was listed as the only
staff member with 8 agents. UMNOV was described as a Ukranlan who
had first offered his services to the Germans at Kiev durAg the war,
Who had been used by the RSHA and who had been an interpreter for
General DRO. According to maL-3036 ., August' 1950, Gleb UMNOV and
what was left of his greup were "on the skids 	 UMNOVis name appears
on the lists of 07 L staffers and agents during 1951 and 1952 (maLA-
8760, 8761, 9531, 953, and 22939). We have carded references to the
following dispatches which could not be located in Munich files:
MGLA-633, MGSA-6307, MGSA-4641, MGHA-3143, 140KA-35090, EGLA-7755, and
EGLA-7756.

9. Eon-11726, July 3.954 which forwarded reports on PERSHAN
(Frederick G. PERSHAN, born 26 January 1893 in Modlen, Poland)
sources included one ft UMNOV. PERSHAN believed that UMNOV was
employed by an'ODYONE agency and seemed to fee/ he was a good man.
PERSHAV also included biographic data on UMNOV provided him by Boris
Sergeyevich WOLF aka WOLFF-LUEDINGSHAUSEN (:: 	 Don 29 April
1953. There are some contradictions between WOLF's report and the
information from USAREUR CR sent in EGSA-11388. These discrepancies
are commented on in paragraph 16 below.

and activity. According to that dispatch UMNOV used the following
1

10. EGLA-9526, June 1954 was a dispatch on UMNOV's background

addresses in 1949: Weilheim-Bavarie, Parchetsiedlung 2 c/o Olga
GOSIT and Ettlingen/Baden, Bahn Postlagernd, c/o Frau KALUGIN. In
tracing KALUGIN and GOSIT we ran across an interesting carded
reference to D 2504 (no longer available Munich). The card listed
a 18 July 1949 request for permission for Helene KALUGIN-GOSIT,
born 15 July 1895, to move to Karlsruhe, 10 Maria Alexandderstrasse
According to EULA-9526 this was UMNOV's address from 1948 until at
least 1954. KALUGIN-GOSIT was listed as a member of Organization 114
predecessor to GV L. Organization 1114 was also UNINOV'a organization.!
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We found no traces of an 0).ga GOSIT-and. no idectiele traces e-i
KALUGIN. (Sc:c also nnrar!raph 37 below).

11.• EGMA-2965; 12 :kr,!or 1956 w::s e 4:ert on OaCio
Professor i .Qkh:,)ylo MILLER (11n 'N", November 18832_Millerevo)Don:
USSR). The dispatch transnated pnfW	 C-.

	

APELIN-1 .	 =

Chief of the OUW/BANDERA or ani:.:ation. C;ASHUall 75lieved that UNP0v
of a meeting he had with Ivan 1:ASHU LA 	, Xntelligence

was implicated with . "DIIIPRO", the Ukranian branch of the MIKHAILOV
RETURN TO THE HOMELAND CO1WLE7.1.T.113. KASHULIA claimed that during the
war UMNOV had served with the OETAPO and had liquidated Ukranian
nationalists. KASMUDA said that UMNOV could have served in the
GESTAPO as an NKVD agent. UNNOV's name also appears in a PERSHAN
contact report forwarded es attachment D to EGMA28251, August 1957.
We quote the pertinent excerpts: '...LARIONOV E.	 ::3 gave
IBBEDEV Ca	 :atips' and photos relating to Gleb Konstantinovih
UMNOV...and his suspected IS work for a western service. According.
to these 'Gips', UMNOV plies his friends with liquor to obtain

	

E--	
information;

allegedly
it is 

told.
 also SKARinsiMnuatedINSKY tyli , t UMN01/11 s double agen

LEBEDEV he would-not-write ---if------4
anything about UMNOV, after SKARZHINSKY told LEBEDEV, not to publish
false information. SKARMINSKY speculated that 	 in the case of t
UM0VALARIONOV—actedonbehalforSHUBA-100whichinthiscasewantec
to get even 'with an old .opponent from WW II days (CASE OFFICER
COMMENT: Since all of this information comes from SKARZHINSKYs it

st be taken with a big grain of salt)'. According to the -
contact reoort forwarded with E00 -38469 and

33t$76, November 195 . 	 ::IKOB case officer was particularly
pleased when he L	 identified a photograph as portraying
Gleb UMNOV. Another rep, - forwarded with EG1A-46230, 30 March,-1960
was interesting in that the KGB officer asked a	 if he knew
UMNOV cS true name; C	 :Ildid not. (We note with n erest that
although Subject Las officially used the name of UMANSKY since 1946
he was known throughout Russian emigre circles as UMNOV. We have
already communicated this fact to CASTROP without giving any
particular source for Our information and he commented that the KGB
must also be aware of Subject's use of the name UMNOV).

... 
12. UMNOV's name also appears in the follewing dispatches:-

EOM-25757, 28668, 33103, 38430, 38941, 38971, 39097,. 39629, 40213	 i

and 421791 these dispatches had no particularly illuminating .-..
information. .EGLA-25045 and 25075 dealt with the -CASTONE.surveillance; - .:
of UMNOV.

13. - EGMA-56l64, 13 September 1961 transmitted contact reports .• s
having to do with U.TDROWSY.• An excerpt from one of the reports

I .--	 -
IC 	 th - n P , Op 7 September 1961) - is in ourUMNOV file.
FLEKNtold that while in Washington OBERNHARDT had been i
brie'fed on the securit problem involving (Alexander) MELBARDIS i
C. Jon MELBABDIS's contact with UMNOV and the suspicion	 i;that UMNOV might be an HIS agent and actually serve as a commo

1channel between MELEARDIS and the KGB. At the time FLEMING had Dr.
'HERDER take up the case with OALBERTI who vouched for UMNOV 	 )
unequivocally and HERDER accepted ALaERTI t s judgement.. ye have no
Nr-ther---intormation on this point and the sensitive ortions of-the !
MELaAERIS file were des roye	 I • e vo a appreciate any enIrVitenmcnt i
"Il Aqmpaitaimprovide on this score. 

i,
14. -EGMV -12030, 9 July 1962 on 2R0CEAN )4d ALBERTI and UMNOV

with Victor Aleksandrovich LARIONOV C:	 • Unfortunately the I
dispatch did not help much as far as UMNOV is concerned and the other ,
key files in	 case, viz. those on Marion BALDWIN El 	 2:1 and )
Helmut RINKE ij were destroyed. W!, would appreciate your

wthJDESKESK to see if they can trovJ.dt_slay_21122Zreati.C211__DIL
UMNOV not available in his Head uerters 201 file. EGMW!-12030 was

TE176-l5st document on [HMV received in Munich prior to the replies to
EGMA-65004 Sulv lo64„
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15. UWOV's Current Situation as Learned T'at. ouf::11 OALLIMK:
umny s ztiLl in "touch with nIBERTI and this ect 	 to
PPLEMING who ocently gLIVQ: tentative apprval for	 to make
operational tric. to Braunschweig, UANOV does not hsvo German
citizenship and he had to send his passport and other dots to ALBERT-k
before he could get permission for the trip. UMNOTdoes not have any
re-ular job and claims to be an invalid. An alias BEN= (who wc•
think mey be.ientical with 4,3UERGENS) called ALBERTI one day to
check on the condition of UMNOV's mother who was listed in CATIWs
wartime evacuation plan . along with UNNOV. UMNOV is still in touch
with a great Tansy women around Germany End it is not clear just whet
his game is. We will provide an analysis of the information gained i
through CALLIKAX by separate dispatch at a later date. .

16. Some Points Worth Wotinv, We have most of cur information
about.UNNOV's life fromCEOMA-1172b,EGLA-9526,eEGMA-23965.and•EGSA-
11388. In spite of certain inconsistencies most of the reports
agree with each other but this Is not surprising since UMNOV himself
was probably the ultimate eource of most of the informations Certay4s .sess- •
points might be noted: According to UMNOV himself, he j -dinect,thé, seesess.es- •
Germans in Smolensk, but according to:EGLA-9526 and to KASHUEA.he
joined the Germans in Kiev. KASHUBA also stated that UMW-was not
a Russian as	 claimed but a Ukrdpian ;cALLIKAK coverage indicated
UMNOV has an obidf,ng interest in Ukrainian Church affairs).
According to UMNOV his father was killed in 1938, presumably for
holding anti-ComMunist views but WOLF'S story sent Idth.EGMA-11726,
states his father was a Czarist officer killed by the Bolsheviks in
2920. In either case it is difficult to understand how UMNOV was
able to get such an advanced oducatiOn. This is even harder to
understand when he states he was known to bs anti-Communist and was
thus selected to direct the Russian police under the German
occupation within a month of the time Smolensk was overrun. In one
report he is called German-obsessed but he himself claims not to
like Germans. There are other inconsistencies but the most
Interesting question is the one of name. Oleg UMANSKY is admittedly

L__
an alias; ,Dr.

shared
. HBRDERs

by 
kalievellhat UM	 iNOV is also an ales, a belief

apparently s KGB case officer. At any rate he
must have used the name UMNOV during the war because he was wanted
for war crimes under that name; the change to_UMANSKY was probably—Hs 	
done to keep UFNOV from being prosecuted for those crimes. See the
next paragraph for certain far-out possibilities regarding.UMNOV`s
true name.

i

	

I !	
mother also changed her name we believe it 'worth while to check out ' 1 fall possibilities. We are therefore forwarding trace requests in 	 i

	I	

Reference B on UMNOV's mother using all possible variations and on
UNNOV using the names KALVGIN and GOSIT. (We have also asked OASTROPi
to check out the names). As another remote possibility for
developing further information on UNNOV we are asking for up-to-date
traces on UNNOV's old agent, Irene KUSINA (see paragraph 7 above) in

	

I	 Reference C.
i1

	

t	 18 Comment: From the evidence available it appears certain
that UFINOV was involved An war crimes for which he 'was never
punished and that ,ULBERTY might also have been involved. Although
we heve no evidence to prove UMW is or has been a Soviet agent he
has certainly been susceptible to approach and we know that the KGB

17, The coincidence of the names used by UMNOV for cover
addresses in 1949 (paragraph 10 above) viz. Olga GOS1T and Frau
KALUGIN, with the carded reference to Helene KALUGIN-GOSIT who
apparently moved to UMNOV's address in Kerlsruhe may have provided	 I
another tracing possibility for us. UMNOV currently lives with his 1
mother, who goes under the name Olga Nikolayevna UMANSKY (as known
fromeCALLIKAK) and it is possible that-she is identical to Helene
KALUGIN-GOSIT and else possible that parts of her name were used by !
UPSNOV as ra cover address. While it is quite possible that UMNOV'e
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was interested in him at one point We are inclined to agree with
CASTROP.and HERDER that both men are security risks but we are not
sanguine about developing clear proof of their hovi;-, ties to
hostile intelligence. We can only hope thstCATIDE will be able to
come up with something based on leads we are able to furnish. We
would therefore appreciate an early Headquarters reply to the
questions raised in paragraphs 13 and 14 above; please advise what
may be patsed to CATIDE. We would also appreciate Headquarters
advice as to how much of the information . contained in paragraphs 5
through 11 above may'be passed to-CATIDE. .

1


